TiBTiX® is a partner professional
portal where business partners
have access to shared documents
securely. Digitize customer
communication, documents and
transactions can avoid email
communications due to security
issues for such sensitive documents
Each participant has its own
personal TiBTiX® lockbox where
online access to all sensitive
business documents is provided.
The documents are stored in a
directory structure, where the user
can search and easily locate every
document, relevant to any business
transaction.
Invoices, proposal, offers, monthly
statements, contracts or project
documentation are encrypted and
stored on your own company
servers. Such documents never
leave this server infrastructure
unless the user/partner correctly
verified and logged in the proper
sequence with access to TiBTiX can
open or download the needed
documents.
TiBTiX® can easily be integrated into
any ERP software solution and into
existing business processes

TiBTiX®
A digital lockbox for sensitive documents

Deploy sensitive documents safely into the personal lockbox for each
business partner. TiBTiX® is the convenient alternative to sending
letters or email attachments. It the safest and most secure service
portal, based on Block-Chain technology that can be deployed
immediately.
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Instead of an email attachment,
your customers and business
partners receive an email with an
internet link, where they have to
login to access the documents.

Digitally Send Sensitive Documents
TiBTiX® offers your business partners an online access to sensitive documents. A useful alternative
to sending unencrypted email attachments.
Any authorized person can log into the system from anywhere to manage the list of documents,
which are visible and accessible to the user. Administrators can even replace the actual content of a
specific document and inform the business partner of the changes applied.

Use TiBTiX® Blockchain Technology to Digitally Seal Important Documents
Digital archiving of important documents is only a few clicks away. Actual content can be sealed for
any document in the TiBTiX ® Blockchain. Any time later the user can prove that no content has
been changed modified since it was sealed. A unique number (hash-code SHA-224) is calculated
based on the content of the document to be sealed. This number is inserted into the TiBTiX®
blockchain and published. This feature allows to easily store the current status to the said document
or contracts, offers, letters of intent safely at a third-party company without actually uploading
these documents.

How does it work?
TiBTiX® is a web application that can be installed as an extension to any output relevant to a
Management System or an ERP System. The output management system automatically creates a
new user account for the recipient and sends a temporary password for the first login to occur.
After the first login, the user is prompted to enter a personal password. From then, access to all the
documents which have been sent to his account is available and unique..
For ease of use we provide a service, where all documents, which are attached to an email are
automatically replaced by download links when an email is sent. The documents are uploaded to a
save server in Switzerland and the recipient email address is automatically registered as new user if
needed.

How much does TiBTIX® cost?
An enormous amount of money can be saved by replacing the process of sending printed paper
documents through usual channels which are not secure. TiBTiX® is a very low cost alternative to
printing and sending sensitive documents as letters. It is more convenient and cheaper than sending
encrypted email attachments. Having online access to all the documents anytime. Minimizes losing
documents due to static repository and virtual location. Documents are always available and under
control forever.
Pricing is based on the number of documents to be stored in TiBTiX®.

Existing Customers
Our existing customers are international companies like Bayer Schweiz AG, Schroders or
Novonordisk who are deploying pay slips and salary certificates to their employees digitally with
TiBTiX®. These customers confirmed the cost saving and the high security standard and the simple
integration into the existing business processes.

More information:
http://www.tibtix.com

